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Democratic Socialists of America 
National Political Committee  
October 12 - 13, 2019 
 
Minutes approved December, 13, 2019 
 
 
Saturday, October 12 
Meeting in New York City. 
 
Present 
NPC: Marianela D, Jen M, Sauce, Sean E, Tawny T, Maikiko J, Abdullah Y, Hannah A, 
Kristian H, Dave P, Austin G, Jen B, Megan S, Amelia B, Kristen C, Erika P, Blanca E 
Staff: Maria S, Heidi C, Kristina S, Alison B, Glenn R 
Observers: Annie S, Connor A, Angela F, Aaron M, Ronald J 
Chair: Natalie M 

10:40am Eastern Call to Order 

Jen B moves to amend the agenda to change the time of the proposal for the SC voting 
process earlier in the agenda to the end of the current section. 
Seconded. 
 
Vote on the motion to adopt the amendment. 
Motion passes unanimously. 
 
Tawny moves to strike from the agenda the resolution on constituting the NAC (National 
Advisory Committee). 
Seconded. 
 
Discussion of what constitutes a deadline and method of sharing a resolution. 
 
Natalie explained that the SC set a deadline for when resolutions should be shared, 
October 10th, and asked for clarification about when it was shared. Hannah replied that 
she thought she had shared it in the folder on time but when she double checked, she 
had not. 
 
Marianela moves to substitute for Tawny’s motion, so that instead of striking the 
resolution it would be delayed until Sunday between 10am-12pm section. 
Seconded. 
 
Discussion of whether there is time to read and absorb the proposal and whether the 
importance of the topic outweighs this concern. 
 
Vote on whether to adopt the substitute motion. 
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Substitute motion passes with 14 for and 3 against. 
 
Back to the motion to move the discussion of the resolution to the 10am Sunday 
session. 
Motion carries with with 15 for and 2 against. 
 
Sean moves to amend the agenda to move Erika’s resolution on a Growth Plan to the 
Sunday session from 1 - 2:30pm next to the proposal on Launching the Growth and 
Development Committee. 
Seconded. 
 
Vote to adopt the amended agenda.  
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Hannah moves to move the entire section on the SC from 3:30-4:30pm Sunday to the 
beginning of the day Sunday at 10am. 
Seconded. 
 
Sean motions to substitute Hannah’s proposal so that instead of moving the entire 
discussion on NPC committee assignments up to the morning, we’d only move the 
resolution on Voting on a Permanent Steering Committee and assign it 30 minutes. 
Seconded. 
 
Discussion of implications. 
 
Chair suggests adding onto the substitute motion that we also amend Jen B’s resolution 
to strike the language making it time bound to 5:30pm Sunday.  
Substitute motion carries unanimously so is now the main motion. Main motion, 
amendment to the agenda.  
 
Vote to adopt the motion from Sean. 
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Maikiko motions to shorten the agenda to give one hour to the Nature of the Period and 
DSA Strategy Discussion. 
Seconded. 
 
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Vote to adopt the amended meeting agenda.  
Motion carries unanimously.  
 
Setting Standing Rules 
These were the rules used at the last NPC meeting setting out guidelines, a slightly 
modified version of Robert’s Rules. These are for this meeting. 
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Sauce moves to amend section 5 on Decorum, strike the word “profanity” from Item d. 
Seconded. 
 
Vote on the motion to strike. 
Motion carries unanimously.  
 
Jen M moves to have all votes recorded in the minutes and amend the standing rules 
with a new section 6 reflecting this. 
Seconded. 
 
Erika moves to substitute the motion to only record all votes for main motions only. 
 
Megan motions to refer the original motion from Jen M to the future Steering Committee 
the question of how to record roll call votes efficiently such as through electronic means. 
 
Vote on the motion to refer.  
Motion carries with with 10 for and 6 against. 
 
Dave moves to amend the standing rules to allow only 2 speakers for and 2 speakers 
against. 
Seconded. 
 
Motion withdrawn. 
 
Vote to adopt standing rules. 
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Resolution on Replacing the Former NPC Non-Disclosure Agreement with a 
confidentiality agreement. 

Megan moved the resolution to rescind and replace the NDAs signed by the NPC and 
volunteers using the following language:  

Therefore be it resolved that all Non-Disclosure Agreements signed by the 
DSA National Political Committee (NPC) elected at the 2019 DSA Convention 
will be rescinded immediately and they will be asked to sign the attached 
Confidentiality Agreement. Therefore be it further resolved that all 
Non-Disclosure Agreements signed by the DSA volunteers who were required 
to sign an NDA inorder to gain access to VAN will be rescinded immediately 
and they will be asked to sign the attached Data Use Agreement.  

 
Jen B moves to amend the proposed new confidentiality agreement to strike the 
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mention of “in leadership” and replace with “on the board” and add (the board) after 
each reference to “leadership” or “political leadership” or “collective leadership”, and 
to strike the quotation remarks around “confidential information” so that is would now 
read “‘confidential’ information” so that the quotation marks are left around 
“confidential” but not “information”. 
No objection. 
 
Sauce moves to amend all references to the ‘Steering Committee” in the document to 
read “Steering Committee or NPC”. 
Seconded. 
 
Vote to amend document. 
That motion fails.  
 
Jen M moves to amend section 6 which says “I or she/he believes” to read “NPC 
member believe”. 
Seconded.  
 
Language accepted unanimously. 
 
Chair returns to motion on the floor which is the resolution from Megan. 
 
Kristian moves to amend section 3 of the Data Usage Agreement to include “the 
Compliance Manager”. 
Seconded. 
 
Vote to adopt the amended language. 
That motion carries. 
 
Chair asks for a vote on the main motion. 
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Break at 12:00pm Eastern. 
 
12:11pm Eastern Reconvene. 
 
Resolution on Voting on a Permanent Steering Committee. 
 
Jen B moves the amended resolution on a process for Steering Committee elections.  
Seconded. 
 
Discussion of whether to use the single transferable vote process and other aspects of 
voting on the Steering Committee and what are the characteristics of a good Steering 
Committee.  
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Sauce moves to amend the main motion and replace “Scottish single transferable vote” 
with “modified BORDA”. 
Seconded. 
 
Vote to adopt the amended motion. 
That motion fails. 
 
Vote on the main motion to adopt Jen B’s resolution. 
Sauce requests a roll call vote. 
Aye - Jen M, Sauce, Tawny, Austin, Jen B, Erika. 
Nay - Marianela, Sean, Maikiko, Abdullah, Hannah, Kristian, Dave, Megan, Natalie, 
Blanca, YDSA’s one vote (both Kristen and Amelia). 
Motion fails with a vote of 6 for and 11 against.  
 
Nature of the Period and DSA Strategy Discussion 
 
Discussion of the uncertainty of what happens next - what will be our futures in this 
political moment, and how should we be prepared for multiple eventualities?  
  
Megan moves to amend the agenda as follows: from now to 2:45pm on Operations 
Reports, lunch at 2:45pm, 4-4:45pm YDSA, 4:45-6pm convention follow through, and 
move resolution on Establishing Guidelines for National Bodies to Sunday. 
Unopposed. 
 
Chair motions to enter executive session to address personnel and budget related 
items. 
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Executive session beginning at 2:12pm. 
 
(Break for lunch during executive session) 
 
4:32pm executive session ended. 
 
Natalie motioned to accept the Personnel Committee’s spring 2019 performance 
evaluation of national director (ND) and the ND’s response.  
Seconded. 
 
Vote to adopt the evaluation and response. 
That motion carries unanimously. 
 
Resolution on rehiring National Director (ND) 
 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1CMTnqxkIfXcHOSXXELbd5oA-1NA5L5wf/edit?filetype=msword
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Discussion on the role of ND and what expectations there are of ND to fill. Motion 
comes from a group so does not need a second.  
 
Sauce moves to amend by adding “replace” in second resolve clause so it would now 
read “each newly elected NPC shall launch a process to re-hire the ND or replace ND.” 
Seconded. 
Motion passes unanimously. 
 
Move to vote on amendment.  
Motion carries with 15 voting for, 1 against, and 1 abstention. 
 
Megan moves to amend the main motion by adding “the ND are hired or rehired at least 
as often as NPC.” 
Seconded. 
 
Vote to adopt amended language. 
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Jen M moves to amend and add language reading “direct the 2021 personel committee 
to conduct a review for newly elected NPC.”  
Natalie, as chair, advises, “2019-2020 NPC recommends that the 2021 personel 
committee conducts a review of the ND.” 
 
Motion withdrawn.  
 
Jen B moves to add language as “each newly elected NPC shall launch a process to 
“hire/rehire” the ND or replace ND.” 
 
Natalie ruling as chair that this is redundant.  
Jen B motions to challenge the ruling of the chair. 
 
Vote on whether to uphold the ruling of the chair.  
Appeal carries.  
 
Discussion of the meaning of “hire or rehire” and “replace” and whether they are 
substantially different, if they set precedent, etc. 
 
Megan calls the question. 
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Vote on the amendment to add the language “be it further resolved each new NPC shall 
launch a process to hire or rehire the ND.” 
Motion passes unanimously. 
 
Vote on the main motion to adopt the resolution. 
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Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Chapter & Organizing Committee Pipeline Report 
 
Committee asks the NPC to decide on the voting process for new OC and chapter 
applications. 
 
Discussion on report, difficulties with participation, etc.from last experience.  
 
Sauce moves to lay report on the table and revisit it during another section of the 
agenda.  
Withdrawn. 
 
Sauce moves to divide the question.  
Debate adopting all the report up until NPC voting section and take up the section on 
voting on applications during a later point in the agenda.  
Seconded. 
Motion carries unanimously.  
 
Vote on adopting report. 
Motion carries unanimously.  
  
YDSA report 
 
Amelia and Kristen present on the YDSA report of YDSA’s growth and current activities.  
 
Discussion and questions on report.  
 
YDSA Staffing 
 
Discussion of whether to spend on staff not passed at convention. 
 
Natalie moves to refer resolution to Personnel Committee for further discussion and to 
develop a proposal to present at January committee for referrals for hires.  
Motion withdrawn. 
 
Discussion on how many hours would make sense for possible new YDSA staffer and 
pros and cons. 
 
Move to close debate.  
Motion carries unanimously.  
 
Vote on adopting resolution regarding YDSA staffing. 
Motion carries unanimously. 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GJmgnE4dnfFt2X2Y_tk5VI_QsbkDBgeIHwTMHt28Pwk/edit
https://prezi.com/dt7oayywh3es/ydsa-report/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18JPtvsaz_Lht9dRYt1OHnP4lCM7MmgxhLdsBy2LU9os/edit
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Megan moves to move the start time Sunday morning up to 9:00am. 
Seconded. 
Motion carries. 
 
Meeting adjourned at 6:08pm. 
 
 
 
Sunday, October 13 
Meeting in New York City. 
 
Present 
NPC: Marianela D, Jen M, Sauce, Sean E, Tawny T, Maikiko J, Abdullah Y, Hannah A, 
Kristian H, Dave P, Austin G, Jen B, Megan S, Amelia B, Kristen C, Erika P, Blanca E 
Staff: Maria S, Heidi C, Kristina S, Alison B, Glenn R 
Observers: Annie S, Connor A, Aaron M, Ronald J, Nick B 
Chair: Natalie M 

9:34 Eastern Call to Order. 

Megan S moves to amend the agenda to incorporate agenda items not yet addressed 
on Saturday and to remove the following items: Resolution on Reimbursement for 
Voting Software and review of the proposal for an Oregon state organization.  
Seconded.  
 
Discussion on benefits of the newly revised agenda.  
 
Sauce moves to incorporate proposal for an Oregon state organization into agenda near 
the end of the day.  
Seconded. 
 
Discussion on motion in relation to other elements on the agenda.  
 
Motion to close debate.  
Motion carries unanimously.  
 
Hannah moves to amend the agenda and move the Green New Deal campaign 
conversation to after the Steering Committee discussion on the agenda.  
 
Motion to close debate.  
Motion carries unanimously.  
 
Vote to adopt the amended agenda.  
Motion carries unanimously. 
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Sauce moves to amend the agenda to move the discussion on monthly NPC calls to 
after the SC election and before the GND.  
Seconded. 
 
Discussion on how much time spent debating agenda in order to save time. 
 
Motion is withdrawn.  
 
Motion to close debate.  
Motion carries unanimously.  
 
Vote to adopt the full substitute amendment - that includes all of Megan’s provisions and 
the relocation of Jen B’s Resolution on monthly NPC Calls to the section on NPC 
Committee assignments.  
That motion fails with a vote of 7 for and 8 against. 
 
Motion to close debate on the prior amendment. 
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Vote to adopt Hannah’s substitution to Megan’s amendment.  
That motion carries with a vote of 14 for and 1 against.  
 
Establishing Guidelines for How National Bodies Function 
 
Discussion on proposal and examples of cases where this would come into play.  
 
Moves to vote. 
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Vote to adopt proposal. 
Motion carries unanimously.  
 
Convention Follow-Through 
 
Motion to move review and have a Loomio vote on the following items in three days 
from now: Convention minutes, amended constitution and bylaws, Jan 2019 NPC 
minutes, March 21 NPC call, May 29 NPC call, July 22 SC call.  
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Resolution on Socialism Conference  
 
Marianela moves to adopt the resolution for DSA’s role in organizing the Socialism 
Conference. 
Seconded. 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/10h3hkJjic0C8pK4xQAsJ4pgGpIVhKxnF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pH_dE2MSna5Z-FMtEaRIObmQcPjJI40m/view?usp=sharing
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Discussion of the details of the resolution including the ideological perspective of 
speakers, the number of volunteers requested by the conference organizers, and other 
aspects of the conference. 
 
Amelia moves to add to the resolution that “DSA and YDSA” would be responsible for 
organizing sessions. 
 
Motion to close debate.  
Motion carries unanimously.  
 
Vote to add language to the resolution.  
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Natalie moves an amendment adding a third bullet point to the provision of volunteers 
section saying “The NPC requests that the DSA events coordinator will prepare a report 
on the logistics of staffing the conference for our January NPC meeting.” 
Seconded. 
 
Motion to close debate.  
Motion carries unanimously.  
 
Vote to add language to the resolution.  
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Discussion of the main motion to adopt the resolution. 
 
Kristian motions to amend the resolution to state that “The NPC shall contact the DSA 
Fund Board to explore opportunities for grant funding. If approved, DSA will incorporate 
an ask for donations to the DSA Fund to underwrite scholarships.” 
Seconded.  
 
Sauce motions to end debate.  
Motion carries unanimously.  
 
Vote to adopt the amended agenda.  
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Erika calls the question on the amended main motion which includes Amelia, Natalie, 
and Kristian’s amendments. 
Seconded.  
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Vote to adopt the amended resolution.  
Motion carries unanimously. 
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Political Education Proposal  
 
Discussion of budget implications and how the proposal would intersect with trainings. 
 
Marianela moves to adopt the resolution on Political Education. 
Seconded. 
 
Abdullah moves to amend the resolution so that the word “admitting” in the first section 
clauses A and C is struck and replaced with “electing”. 
Seconded.  
 
Discussion of whether appointing or electing committees is the direction of the 
organization. 
 
Vote on Abdullah’s amendment. 
That motion fails with a vote of 6 voting for and 8 voting against.  
 
Jen B moves to amend the resolution with an additional clause after “Build up resource 
lists of readings, turnout materials, flyers, facilitation guides “ reading “with attention to 
inclusiveness of different learning styles, abilities, and the big tent nature of DSA.” 
Seconded. 
 
Motion to close debate.  
Motion carries unanimously.  
 
Vote on Abdullah’s amendment. 
That motion carries unanimously.  
 
Vote on the amended resolution. 
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Resolution & accompanying report on implementing Resolution #53 
 
Discussion of whether a separate WG is needed for implementing resolution #53 or 
whether they could part of SocFem or Decriminalization or Labor. Discussion of 
how/if/when the electoral questionnaire has/will be used.  
 
Natalie moves to refer the proposal back to its authors for further work with NEC and 
other national groups in order to work on identified issues between now and January. 
Seconded. 
 
Motion to close debate.  
Motion carries unanimously.  
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wHZHme3TFbmD-pN_AAhXAYWo7AT-gsEDK2HVc2wICGw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EYEAUtYJrfzmVXQG7cbmPLC_PXeMBIJOcIaVwXPHN78/edit?usp=sharing
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Vote to refer the proposal. 
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
National Remote Training Program 
 
Discussion of existence of National Training Team, how resolution would fit in with 
broader training program, what kinds of trainings might be occurring from this resolution. 
 
Erika movies to adopt the resolution on National Remote Training Team. 
Seconded. 
 
Continued discussion of resolution including whether this resolution is similar to what 
was not passed at convention and whether some elements are also incorporated into 
the other resolution on Growth and Development for consideration this weekend. 
 
Motion to close debate.  
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Vote on resolution. 
That motion fails with a vote of 6 for and 8 against.  
 
Chair moves to take a 5 minutes break then continue for 45 minutes after that to discuss 
staff reports further. 
 
Break starting at 11:50am. 
 
Reconvened at 12:12pm. 
 
Chair emailed the NPC a resolution on a new process for appointing NPC committees 
via a slate proposed by her and Jen B crafted during lunch, including a slate for the 
Steering Committee. The slates would be then debated by the NPC. The resolution 
language is:  

Be it resolved, the NPC directs Natalie and Jenbo to prepare a slate of NPC committee 
assignments during lunch for the body to debate, based on the following criteria: 
1) NPC member committee interest; 
2) Capacity needs of committees/equal spread of labor; 
3) Multi-tendency representation; 
4) a cap of no more than 3 committee assignments per member. 
Be it resolved, the NPC directs Jenbo and Natalie to prepare a slate during lunch and 
for the Steering Committee election to propose to the rest of the NPC, based on the 
following criteria:  
1) NPC member interest;  
2) Capacity for internal organizing within DSA; 
3) Multi-tendency representation; 
4) Constitutional & bylaws diversity requirements. 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fb19JfaX8lLoYilG1AXD_N8yH58cSOJm-WPEl6uOgdw/edit
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Natalie and Jen B move the above resolution. 
Seconded. 
 
Sauce moves to amend the second resolved in the resolution to add a point on criteria 
reading “5) Vote totals from the national convention NPC election.” 
Seconded. 
 
Vote on the motion to amend to the resolution. 
That motion fails with a vote of 2 for and 14 against.  
 
Vote on original resolution on NPC committee and SC slate appointment process. 
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Staff raise specific high priority issues for resolution or discussion by the NPC from staff 
report. 
 
Maria: National HGO (NHGO) Paula Brantner hopes to expand scope of work through 
the end of year to include working with experience RJ and code of conduct consultant 
Ana A to develop a code of conduct first draft for consideration by the NPC, in 
consultation with stakeholders such as chapter members. There is some funding 
included in the NHGO contract to deal with unusual circumstances and this is one such 
case, in that it is outside the NHGO’s expertise but relates to the Grievance work.  
 
Glenn: Hope to have two trainings before end of year, updating the curriculum, will work 
with NPC teams/subcommittees; discussed chapter survey timeline and and requested 
NPC to collaborate on the plan; asked for clarity from the NPC on what are the priorities 
committees at this time and what does that mean; asked for decision about the question 
of chapter jurisdiction and what is the path forward; emphasized need to break down 
silos between areas of national work and the need for staffing to reflect that. 
 
Kristina: Asked for 2021 convention list of cities for staff to research and bring back to 
January NPC for a decision to be made; requested NPC decision on a chapter 
agreement and model bylaws so we can finalize the IRS umbrella application; asked for 
a decision on the staff memo about options on how to distribute dues share with 
chapters that are not incorporated; requested decision on processes for assigning press 
requests for the NPC and having unified talking points for interactions with press; asked 
for decision on whether to use tech tools for endorsed candidates. 
 
Heidi and Alison: Discussed staff memo on resolution 55 dues distribution amounts and 
implications for the budget and a national dues drive, asked for decision on how to 
proceed. 
 
Alison: Membership retention is near the “industry average” so the way to increase our 
retention is through organizing. Staff are in the process of removing some major blocks 
on the tech and data side with Rebecca on staff though additional staff would make this 
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faster and more expansive. For example, a monthly dues increase campaign would 
require additional development staff, but would open up more funding and therefore 
capacity. We are transitioning to a new payment processor which will help reduce the 
number of failed transactions by automatically notifying the members. Additional 
requests: NPC as political leaders helping boost and create buzz through sharing 
sticker campaign incentives for donations and renewals; approving contract for a digital 
and design marketing firm which I will get to you soon and which would expand our 
capacity to have unified development messaging across platforms and grow an external 
list of possible members such as what we had from Middleseat.  
 
Chair motions to address three of the questions asked by staff and refers any 
outstanding issues to the next Steering Committee to develop a process for doing so. 
 
Chair moves to provisionally adopt Heidi’s national average dues sharing amounts 
pending B&F review and adopt Kristina’s distribution method via PEX cards, including 
providing the old dues sharing amount of 20% via PEX cards as soon as possible. 
Seconded. 
 
Vote on motion to provisionally adopt Heidi’s amount.  
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Chair motions to refer Glenn’s question about zip codes and chapter jurisdiction to the 
Growth and Development committee to consider in the context of larger questions about 
growing and strengthening chapters and make a proposal at the January meeting. 
Seconded. 
 
Sauce moves to amend the Chair’s motion to substitute “Chapter and OC Pipeline 
Committee” for “Growth and Development Committee.” 
No second. 
 
Vote on main motion about referring question on zip codes and chapter jurisdiction to 
the Growth and Development committee. 
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Chair moves that, with regard to the 2021 convention, given the constitutional mandate 
to move conventions around the country, that the West and Southwest be the regions to 
explore and bring a proposal to the January NPC meeting. 
Seconded. 
 
Vote on motion regarding the 2021 convention location proposal. 
Motion carries unanimously.  
 
Chair moves, with regard to organizing staff hiring, to affirm staff's recommendation 
about continuing to create positions which include both campaign and chapter/regional 
assignments and refer that to the Personnel committee. 
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Seconded. 
 
Vote on motion on creating staff positions.  
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Megan moves to clarify our priorities going forward as Medicare for All, electoral work 
for candidates at all levels through the National Electoral Committee, labor work through 
the Democratic Socialist Labor Commission, to continue our previous priorities, and add 
the DSA for Bernie work and the Green New Deal as additional priorities. 
 
Discussion about whether Medicare for All is now distinct from the Bernie work and 
what the work would look like after the election, whether we should have so many 
priorities and when we decide to deprioritize work or whether we are setting the 
precedent of just adding more priorities, what the criteria should be for adding additional 
priorities such as for example if there develops a national housing or national 
immigration campaign.  
 
Vote on Megan’s motion about priorities with regards to Medicare for All. 
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Chair moves to task the Steering Committee to organize a call for the NPC to further 
deliberate on staff reports. 
Seconded. 
 
Vote on motion for an NPC call regarding staff reports. 
Motion carries unanimously.  
 
Discussion on how to handle the large number of resolutions in the agenda for which 
there may not be time to address one by one. 
 
Break at 1:33pm to return at 1:50pm. 
 
Return at 2:45pm 
 
Chair emails a new resolution on Steering Committee and committee/working groups 
appointments. Jen B motivates the Steering Committee resolution.  
Seconded. 
 
Discussion on timing of committee formations and placements. 
 
Chair and Jen B move to pass the resolution 
Seconded 
 
Blanca moves an amendment to remove herself from the Immigrants Rights Working 
Group. 
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Seconded 
 
Vote on Blanca’s motion.  
Motion carries unanimously 
 
Jen B motions to amend to add Queer Socialists working group to January’s meeting 
referrals. 
Seconded 
 
Vote on the motion to amend. 
Motion carries unanimously 
 
Vote to adopt the amended resolution surrounding the proposed committee and working 
group appointments. 
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Growth and Development Committee Proposal 
 
Discussion on how NPC members will be placed on committees, dynamics of buddy 
program, and chapter blitz project. 
 
Sean moves to pass the resolution 
Seconded. 
 
Tawny moves to amend striking “large and small chapter buddy program” and add 
“create a chapter/OC buddy program” 
Seconded. 
 
Vote to adopt the amendment to the resolution. 
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Abdullah moves to amend and replace the first point starting with “Gather all…” to read 
“Work with staff and the broader NPC to execute the process outlined in the chapter 
blitz project starting with a joint call between the NPC and the organizing team in order 
to gather all current and accurate information about DSA membership.” 
Seconded. 
 
Vote to adopt the amendment to the resolution.  
Motion carries with a vote of 14 voting for, 0 against, and 2 abstentions 
 
Amelia moves to amend in the last bullet point “Provide support to local DSA and YDSA 
chapters, add “The GDC will coordinate with the YDSA/DSA liaison program to provide 
similar support to YDSA chapters” to the section on chapter support. 
Seconded 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/13O4qdipxHTJgM7qbf43KIThNl3Xi619Z/view?usp=sharing
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Vote to adopt the amendment to the resolution.  
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Blanca moves to amend the resolution and add “The GDC will also develop a plan to 
implement member-led remote training program presented to the NPC well in advance 
of the April NPC meeting, and no later than April 1st, 2020” to the Organizer Training 
section. 
Seconded. 
 
Vote to adopt the amendment to the resolution.  
Motion carries unanimously.  
 
Vote to adopt the amended resolution. 
Motion carries with a vote of 15 for and 1 against. 
 
Megan moves to amend the agenda to create a section after GND resolution to include 
the NAC resolution. 
Seconded.  
 
Vote on the amendment to the agenda.  
Motion does not meet the ⅔ voting threshold and the motion fails.  
 
 
Resolution on a growth plan 
 
Erika moves to pass the resolution. 
Seconded. 
 
Amelia motions to amend to add “be it further resolved that any decisions regarding 
staff for YDSA must be guided by YDSA representatives.” 
Seconded.  
 
Vote to adopt the amendment.  
Motion carries unanimously 
 
Tawny motions to amend the proposal to strike references that task the Growth and 
Development Committee with implementing the growth plan and to strike the final 
paragraph. 
Seconded.  
 
Vote to adopt the amendment.  
Motion carries with a vote of 12 for and 4 against.  
 
Marianela motions to refer the growth plan to the Growth & Development Committee for 
further discussion. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SY0BMBCJWlThmT2l_f5hYH_qQMvfbsazwJG1wBPeZq0
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Seconded. 
 
Vote on the motion to refer.  
Motion carries unanimously.  
 
Natalie moves to amend the previously adopted committee resolution document to 
reflect Kristian’s name to the membership of the Growth and Development Committee.  
Seconded.  
 
Maikiko moves to make a substitute motion that Maikiko, Dave, and Kristian be added 
to the Growth and Development Committee. 
Seconded.  
 
Vote on the substitute motion.  
That motion carries unanimously. 
 
Vote to adopt the amended full resolution.  
That motion carries with a vote of 15 for and 1 against. 
 
 
Proposal by Red Rabbits and Dave P 
 
Dave moves to adopt the resolution. 
Seconded. 
 
Vote to adopt the resolution.  
That motion carries with a vote of 15 for, 0 against, and 1 abstention.  
 
 
Poor People’s Working Group 
 
Jen move to adopt the resolution.  
Seconded.  
 
Kristian motions to amend the resolution to change it from a working group to a caucus. 
Seconded. 
 
Vote on the motion to adopt the amendment.  
That motion carries unanimously.  
 
Vote on the motion to adopt the amended resolution.  
That motion carries unanimously.  
 
Reconstituting the Disability Working Group 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y0Fi4BrUPi8vpREjE7LGT_nMzB9nUP-JwmC5uNV8Nww
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11_z1JgwC4_tjtZoZV3_QZAvHb1ph6hTaOEE4RjFTnwg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12u4FfQHYQ66ZQGDEIFKg0sOSlSOofbc7AyZ8cQ6rfn8
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Jen B moves to adopt the resolution.  
Seconded. 
 
Discussion on the resolution. 
 
Vote on the motion to adopt the resolution.  
That motion carries unanimously.  
 
National Regional Working Group 
 
Blanca moves to adopt the National Regional Working Group resolution. 
 
Marianela moves to table discussion to such a time where we can discuss it alongside 
the resolution to form the NAC. 
Seconded. 
 
Vote on the motion to table the discussion.  
That motion carries with a vote of 12 for and 3 against.  
 
Ecosocialist Working Group Report  
 
Discussion of the report, creating the GND campaign committee using nomination and 
appointment process and 5 person core along with other people from other national 
bodies. Discussion of if this could be an interim group. Discussion about YDSA 
involvement.  
 
Sean motions to adopt the Ecosocialist WG report as written, including a link to 
proposed selection criteria. 
Seconded.  
 
Marienela moves a substitute motion to adopt the EcoSocialism WG report and the 
GNDCC Selection Criteria with the provision that the GND campaign core organizing 
committee be an interim committee until July 2020 NPC meeting, at such time when the 
NPC shall take up a process to constitute the body according to the national 
committee/commissions guidelines.  
Seconded. 
 
Sauce moves to amend the substitute motion to also adopt the email including the next 
steps compiled into one email sent to NPC list at 4:58pm ET. 
Seconded.  
 
Vote to adopt the amendment to the substitute motion.  
That motion carries unanimously.  
 
Discussion about overlap between GND campaign committee and ecosocialism WG.  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dRE_YCNwr-nN_89KhDRPErSOzHpKfLrT5s1E8MbY3co
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1X39yC_Eq9GROMP34-hqg3_1El8-vLqXn/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1O3OMVDKyDa_XkP78Jq_q1ig_2uIbYfT860dNEgr8YdQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1O3OMVDKyDa_XkP78Jq_q1ig_2uIbYfT860dNEgr8YdQ/edit?usp=sharing
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Motion to close debate.  
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Vote to adopt the substitute motion as amended. 
That motion carries unanimously. 
 
Megan motion to refer priority committees reports and Discussion on Internal NPC 
Processes to Steering Committee. 
Seconded. 
 
Motion is withdrawn. 
 
Megan motion to table to time certain M4A and Bernie reports to a future full NPC 
meeting to discuss around the budget. 
Seconded. 
 
Motion to close debate.  
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Sauce motions to amend the motion to specify a date to follow up on that agenda so we 
should set. 
 
Chair rules that motion is out of order. 
 
Sauce motions to appeal the ruling of the chair.  
 
Vote to uphold the ruling of the chair regarding Sauce’s motion. 
Motion carries and the chair’s ruling is upheld. 
 
Vote to adopt the motion to table the M4A and Bernie reports to a future NPC meeting.  
That motion carries unanimously.  
 
Megan motions to refer the NEC, DSLC and Discussion on Internal NPC Processes 
items to the Steering Committee. 
Seconded. 
 
Sauce substitute motions to strike the resolution on monthly NPC calls within the motion 
to refer from Megan.  
 
Vote to adopt the substitute motion to amend Megan’s motion.  
Motion carries unanimously.  
 
Vote to adopt the amended motion.  
That motion carries unanimously.  
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Jen B motions to amend the agenda to move monthly NPC calls before NAC and 
NRWG items. 
Seconded. 
 
Motion to close debate.  
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Vote on the motion to amend the agenda.  
That motion does not meet the ⅔ voting threshold and fails.  
 
Resolution on Constituting the NAC  
 
Discussion about the nature of NAC, budget implications. 
 
Blanca makes motion to adjourn. 
Seconded.  
 
Vote on the motion to adjourn.  
That motion carries.  
 
Adjourn at 6:00pm. 
  
 
 
 
 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PSTbzwSmImBP6BIwMSJVIHkG5aXRR39CPurbwg9J6-I

